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Abstract13

With development of the single cell RNA-seq technologies, large numbers of14

cells can now be routinely sequenced by different platforms. This requires us to15

choose an efficient integration tool to merge those cells, and computational sim-16

ulators to help benchmark and assess the performance of these tools. Although17

existing single cell RNA-seq simulators can simulate library size, biological and18

batch effects separately, they currently do not capture associations among these19

three factors. Here we present GLMsim, the first single cell RNA-seq simulator20

to simultaneously capture the library size, biology and unwanted variation and21

their associations via a generalized linear model, and to simulate data resembling22

the original experimental data in these respects. GLMsim is capable of quantita-23

tively benchmarking different single cell integration methods, and assessing their24

abilities to retain biology and remove library size and batch effects.25
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Introduction28

During the past few years, there has been significant progress in single cell sequenc-29

ing technologies, which allow scientists to explore gene expression at individual cell30

resolution. In contrast to bulk-RNA seq that studies average expression at the cell31

population level, single cell RNA-seq technologies are capable of exploring the tran-32

scriptomics of each individual cell. Advanced single cell protocols offer researchers33

new ways to understand biologically and medically relevant questions, such as the34

response of immune cells to anti-tumour drugs[1], the dynamic progress of embry-35

onic cell state evolution[2], cellular compositional changes across healthy and diseased36

tissues[3], detection of pathogenic pathways for neurodegenerative patients[4], and the37

potential regulatory gene changes of diabetes patients[5].38

As single cell transcript sequencing became more popular, a rapid growth of tools39

occurred to answer different biological questions. The online single cell RNA sequenc-40

ing (scRNA-seq) tool database[6] has recorded more than 1440 software packages41

available for different analysis tasks. The choice of the tools determines the analysis42

results; therefore, using the most appropriate tool to carry out an analysis is essential43

for researchers. Benchmarking, which applies a number of tools to several datasets44

to decide the best-performing tool, is a direct solution to this multiple-choice issue.45

Despite remarkable progress having been made, benchmarking studies still face great46

challenges. One of the challenges is to find suitable datasets, because benchmarking47

results are highly dependent on the datasets that are used[7]. Inappropriate datasets48

can lead to biased selection of tools. Hence, researchers should make sure that each49

dataset is suitable for evaluating different methods. Another challenge is relevant to50

the characteristics of single cell data[8]. The complex structure of single cell data51

makes it hard to get complete information from experimental data directly. Unknown52

information left in the dataset can undermine the objectivity of the benchmarking53

results.54
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Simulation in this context refers to the creation of a computational model which55

represents and displays essential characteristics of real-world single cell RNA-seq data.56

Access to a faithful simulated dataset is of vital importance for the conduct of compar-57

ative studies and to help developers to check their methods[9–13]. Such assessments58

are difficult to carry out on the original single cell data if the experiments are not59

specifically designed. Simulation, however, can easily realize different scenarios and60

create extreme cases that can be used for testing. Simulation provides developers61

with an opportunity to investigate the influence of different parameters, examine the62

robustness of a method and validate the assumptions behind the method. In addition,63

it is hard to obtain real data with a wide range of conditions due to limited budgets.64

Simulation is much less costly than real biological experiments. Lastly, the quality of65

the original data is always doubtful, such as when the experiment damages droplets66

and lyses cells. Such low-quality real data will influence the accuracy of benchmark-67

ing results. However, simulation is able to address this issue via quality control at the68

beginning and produce high quality data.69

Existing single cell simulation strategies fall into two major categories.70

One is based on the distributional models. Some popular methods, such as71

Splatter[14], SPARSim[15], SPsimSeq[16], scDesign[17], scDesign2[18], POWSC[19]72

and powsimR[20] use this strategy. These methods fit the data into some statistical73

distributions, obtain the parameter estimates, and then sample random values from74

the fitted distributions. Even though this strategy is quick and easy to follow step by75

step, it is not always known how well the estimated parameters fit the data. If the76

data fail to fit the distributions, simulation using the parameter estimates will lead to77

synthetic data which diverges from the original data. The second type of simulator,78

such as SymSim[21] and Minnow[22], models the key steps in RNA synthesis and in79

the sequencing process such as the enrichment of transcripts, the polymerase chain80
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reaction (PCR), and molecular fragmentation. This type of model succeeds in quan-81

tifying technical errors from the beginning of the sequencing procedure, yet still finds82

it difficult to accurately simulate all steps of gene expression.83

One of the essential applications for the simulated data is to benchmark differ-84

ent single cell data integration methods. Single cell RNA sequencing has been widely85

applied during the past decade for its strength in exploring biology at single cell res-86

olution. Plenty of integration tools[23–28] designed for single cell analysis purposes87

have been developed, but none of above-mentioned tools use simulated data to exam-88

ine their method. As a result, those methods require reliable simulated datasets to89

evaluate their performances. That is because the unknown ground truth makes it hard90

to use the original data to finish the assessment task and provide a clear explana-91

tion of benchmarking results. In addition, benchmarking different integration methods92

calls for consideration of the library size, batch and biological information and their93

associations, because a good integration method is expected to keep the biological94

differences and remove library size effects and the batch differences. Unfortunately,95

existing single cell simulators do not satisfy all those conditions. Hence, synthetic data96

with suitably designed information is necessary to help evaluate the performance of97

different integration tools.98

Although most existing single cell simulation methods[14–16, 18, 21] satisfac-99

torily simulate library size, biology and batches separately, none of the methods100

currently simulate the associations among the three factors. Here, we present GLMsim101

(Generalized Linear Model based simulator), a single cell simulator which aims to102

tackle this issue. GLMsim fits each gene’s counts into a negative binomial generalized103

linear model (GLM), estimating mean gene expression as a function of the estimated104

library size, biology and batch parameters and then samples counts from negative105

binomial distributions. If outlier values arise in the initial simulation, GLMsim has106

procedures to set outliers back to a standard level. Overall, GLMsim outperforms107
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other methods in producing single cells counts which resembling those in the original108

data, as a GLM is robust in capturing most essential characteristics of single cell data.109

Results110

An overview of GLMsim framework111

Briefly, GLMsim includes three steps: (1) estimating parameters for each gene, (2)112

simulating single cell gene counts and (3) rescuing outlier genes (Fig. 1). Initially,113

GLMsim starts from an observed scRNA-seq count matrix that includes the cell type114

and batch information. GLMsim captures the main characteristics of the data by115

fitting a generalized linear model, returning estimated parameter values for each gene.116

Finally, a synthetic count matrix with same number of genes and cells is generated117

using the estimated coefficients from the previous step. In order to retain most of the118

essential properties from the original data, GLMsim simulates gene by gene and keeps119

the same library size as that data. Since it is possible to get outlier values from the120

simulation, an additional step in GLMsim checks and corrects for outliers if they exist121

after the initial simulation.122

GLMsim captures associations between library size, biological123

effects and batch effects124

In order to evaluate the performance of single cell integration methods, it is important125

to simulate scRNA-seq data that captures library size, biology and batches. Library126

size refers to the sum across genes of all counts within a cell. Biology commonly127

stands for cell types, subtypes or conditions, such as control or stimulated states.128

Batch factors here are technical variations that cause differences in gene expression129

across cells, such as different storage conditions, lab operations, protocols or sequencing130

platforms. Current simulation methods capture biology, some capture batches, while131

others are good at simulating library size. None of the methods seem to be able to132
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simulate the associations between these three factors (Table 1). Association here means133

that one factor has potentially different effect across different categories of another134

factor. For example, cells from different biological groups may have different library135

size distributions, which is an association between library size and biology. It is also136

likely that each batch includes heterogenous cell types. Similarly, one cell type may137

belong to multiple but not all batches. These two scenarios are regarded as involving138

an association between batch and biology. If the cells with two out of three factors139

satisfy any of the above conditions, we consider that these associations potentially140

exist in the dataset.141

The Celline2 dataset is a typical one showing association between batch and biol-142

ogy. In the original dataset, batch 3 includes cells from both the Jurkat and 293T cell143

lines (Fig. 2a). GLMsim enables one to retain the state of mixture of batch 2 and144

batch 3 cells within the 293T group (Fig. 2b), while Splatter divides the cells into 2145

groups and 3 batches without showing the partial mixture between batch 2 and batch146

3 cells (Fig. 2c). scDesign2 can simulate the two biological groups, but the isolated147

pattern between Jurkat cells is not shown (Fig. 2d). SymSim embedded three batch148

groups into each biological group, and the three batch groups do not have any overlap149

with each other (Fig. 2e). SPARSim did not represent the batch effect as seen in the150

original data, though it did demonstrate an association between batch and biology in151

batch 3 group (Fig. 2f).152

In order to explore associations between all three factors, we examine the CLL153

dataset. It involves 6 biological groups and batches originating from 7 CEL-Seq2 plates.154

The key point in this dataset is that associations exist between all pairs of the three155

factors (Fig. 3a,b). None of the popular single cell simulators can deal with this com-156

plex dataset. GLMsim simulates data that most resembles the original data (Fig. 3c).157

For the Granta biological group, GLMsim simulates cells from LC89, LC91, LC93,158

LC95, LC96, and LC99. Further, a cluster of cells are surrounded by VEN and other159
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treatments, and GLMsim shows a mixture of the groups of cells. Splatter completely160

failed to simulate this dataset accurately (Fig. 3d), because cells from all batches and161

all groups were mixed together. Due to the absence of batch effects in their model,162

scDesign2 can only capture the biology. Gaussian copulas permit scDesign2 to capture163

part of the biology well, such as in the DMSO and Granta groups, but it is not able to164

distinguish certain subgroup differences, such as the VEN and VEN+BCLxLi groups165

that were separated from VEN+MCL1i and VEN+NAV in the original data (Fig. 3e).166

The performance of SymSim is strange. It splits batches into equal size groups 5,6167

and 7, and evenly divided groups 2, 3 and 4 into all batches (Fig. 3f). In addition, the168

majority of cells have high library sizes which suggests that SymSim failed to simulate169

the library size effect. The performance of SPARSim is next best after GLMsim (Fig.170

3g). SPARSim is able to partition cells into the different biological and batch groups,171

but it mixed cells in the wrong way. For example, the Granta cells are separated from172

DMSO cells in the original data, but were mixed together by SPARSim.173

The success of GLMsim in simulating associations between library size, biological174

effects and batch effects using GLMsim lies in its ability to accurately capture biolog-175

ical and unwanted variation simultaneously from original data. The failure of other176

methods to do so is mainly caused by their estimating library size, biological and177

batch parameters separately. For instance, Splatter simulates these factors in three178

independent steps. The implicit assumption of Splatter is that the three factors are179

independent, and hence it cannot capture associations among the three factors. Fur-180

ther, sampling DE genes for biological and batch factors together will lead to overlap181

of DE genes among the biological or batch groups and disordered gene rankings for the182

two factors, and this leads to its inability to simulate complex datasets with multiple183

biological groups and batches. Gaussian copulas are a powerful strategy to capture184

gene-gene correlations, and so scDesign2 is able to simulate heterogenous cell clusters.185

However, the absence of batch terms in the model implies that scDesign2 is unable to186
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simulate a dataset with technical variation. SymSim cannot mimic any given data set187

for two reasons: (1) It estimates parameters from its own database instead of the given188

dataset, which limits its simulation ability; (2) It simulates biological and batch effects189

in sequential order, which prevents it considering the effects jointly. The performance190

of SPARSim is better, because it simulates library size, mean gene expression and bio-191

logical variability independently for each cell type. While the SPARSim simulation is192

competitive, it still includes different groups of cells not present in the original data.193

That is probably caused by its assumption of a common distribution for batch effects,194

even if different batches display different features.195

GLMsim keeps most of the essential features of real data196

We now compare the simulated data from GLMsim and 4 other single cell RNA-197

seq simulators on all 6 reference datasets. Utilizing gene-level and cell-level metrics198

(see ”Methods”), we systematically evaluate the performance of all 5 simulators. The199

gene-level metrics consist of gene means, total gene UMIs, gene variances and gene200

proportions of zeros, and the cell-wise metrics include library size and cell proportions201

of zeros.202

The gene-level comparisons are all scatter plots between features of the simulated203

and the reference data. We see that GLMsim outperforms the other methods (Fig.204

4a-d). The similarity between GLMsim and the reference data indicates that GLMsim205

maintains the gene-wise features. scDesign2 and SPARSim ranked in the middle in206

these comparisons, with small deviations from the reference datasets for several genes207

(Fig. 4b,c), suggesting that the gene-gene correlations of scDesign2 and individual208

gamma distributions pf SPARSim can effectively recapitulate gene-level properties.209

Splatter and SymSim consistently have poor performances for all comparisons and210

all datasets (Fig. 4a-d). This is due to the fact that Splatter simulates mean gene211

expression across all genes via a common gamma distribution, while SymSim simulates212
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counts by mimicking the mRNA capturing procedure. In addition, we also investigate213

how well the methods preserve the relationship between gene means and gene variances214

as well as gene proportions of zeros (Fig. S1). The non-UMI hESC data has a wider215

range of mean-variance and mean-zero proportions compared to the UMI datasets.216

For the cell-level comparisons (Fig. 5a,b), GLMsim ranked best, and SPARSim217

ranked second in simulation of library sizes and cell proportions of zero. SPARSim218

performed well in simulation of simple data, such as Celline1, Tung, and HCC1395219

datasets, but it failed to simulate more complex datasets, which indicates that sam-220

pling DE factors from a common distribution limits its ability to simulate complicated221

situations, despite the fact that the multivariate hypergeometric distribution can han-222

dle simple cases. On the contrary, GLMsim incorporates library sizes from reference223

data directly in the model and recovers cell-level properties. Moreover, GLMsim is the224

only method successfully simulating the cell proportions of zero on the non-UMI hESC225

dataset, whereas all other methods show a large difference from this reference data.226

The remaining methods show weakness in keeping the cell-level attributes. For Splat-227

ter, the log normal distribution does not preserve the original library size information,228

and the logistic regression has drawbacks shaping the dropout events. For scDesign2229

and SymSim, their failure is not unexpected since they do not consider library size in230

their model.231

Overall, GLMsim is better than the other methods in simulating data similar to232

the reference data in the features we present for both UMI and non-UMI dataset (Fig.233

6). SPARSim and scDesign2 perform well on gene-level metrics but fail to capture234

certain cell-level characteristics, such as library sizes and cell proportions of zero.235

Splatter and SymSim consistently have lower Spearman correlation with the real data,236

indicating that the two methods are unable to reproduce data similar to the reference237

data. The poor performance of these two methods suggests that sampling single cell238

characteristics from statistical distributions will distort the shape of the simulated239
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datasets as a whole. Additionally, the failure of SymSim lies in estimating parameters240

from its internal database with the dataset that most similar to the real data, instead241

of obtaining the parameters from the reference data directly.242

GLMsim has high computational efficiency243

The computational scalability varied across different datasets (Fig. 7). Most of the244

methods finish the simulation tasks using less than 3 hours CPU time and 10 gigabytes245

of memory. However, scDesign2 takes much longer than other methods, and SymSim246

requires much more memory than the others. This puts an emphasis on the balance247

between the accuracy of the model and the computational efficiency. scDesign2, for248

example, explicitly captures the gene-gene correlation, but at the cost of runtime,249

spending more than 10 hours to simulate 1,344 cells. In contrast, Splatter and SPAR-250

Sim take a much shorter time to simulate, and their runtime does not differ with the251

size of the reference data, which demonstrates that sampling each feature from statis-252

tical distribution is quicker, but sacrifices simulation accuracy. In general, GLMsim is253

in the middle tier among the simulators in terms of computational time, and its run-254

time is stable, the curve not changing much with the complexity of the dataset (Fig.255

5.7a). Even the most complex CLL dataset, with multiple cell types, batches and their256

associations, does not require more time for GLMsim. In addition, GLMsim has the257

lowest memory usage, especially for the non-UMI dataset.258

GLMsim is robust to outliers259

Some datasets will give extreme simulation values if outliers are not dealt with prop-260

erly. For example, there is one extreme outlier gene after an initial simulation by261

GLMsim (Fig. 8a), which is caused by poorly estimated parameters from the Celline1262

data. The estimated parameters intercept β̂0, biological coefficient β̂1, library size coef-263

ficient α̂ and the dispersion ϕ̂ are -9.43, 28.88, 0.66 and 2.18 × 10−4 respectively. All264
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estimated parameters are within a reasonable range except for ϕ̂ (Fig. 8e), and that265

leads to an abnormally large negative binomial variance (Equation 3). Consequently,266

the simulated negative binomial counts can be unreasonably large integers that shift267

the mean gene expression out of a realistic range.268

GLMsim provides three strategies (see ”Methods”) to address outlier issues. The269

first method is based on a robust negative binomial GLM, which utilizes the esti-270

mated coefficients from robust negative binomial as starting values to refit negative271

binomial GLM. After applying this strategy, the gene mean expression was assigned272

to an acceptable level (Fig. 8b). The second approach is winsorizing the fitted coeffi-273

cients. We found that the β1 coefficient and the dispersion parameter ϕ are beyond the274

thresholds (Fig. 8e). Then we use the thresholds directly as the new estimated coeffi-275

cients, which are Q(0.9)(2.68) and Q(0.1)(0.27) for the distributions of β1 and log ϕ276

across genes, respectively. Finally, the clipped coefficients give counts with a sensible277

gene mean (Fig. 8c). The third strategy is to construct a relationship between gene278

means and estimated coefficients in the reference data by fitting a loess line. Now,279

each predicted coefficient is from the loess line corresponding to the mean expression280

of the outlier gene (Fig. 8f). Eventually, the outlier gene mean value is optimized when281

correcting the outlier values by each loess trend across genes (Fig. 8d). In addition to282

the gene mean, we also examine the library size before and after rescuing the outlier283

genes (Fig. S2). The simulated library sizes are closer to those from reference data284

after refining the outliers.285

The outlier problem also exists in two other datasets: hESC and CLL. We applied286

all three methods to those datasets and found that the robust negative binomial287

GLM and trended coefficient strategies performed stably compared to the winsorizing288

strategy (Fig. S3a,b). The total computational time among the three methods showed289

no differences (Fig. S4). Considering the robustness and stability of the three methods,290

we chose the trended coefficient as the default outlier handling strategy.291
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Assessing single cell integration methods using GLMsim292

In the original Celline2 dataset, the cells are separated into the Jurkat and 293T293

cell types, and each cell type is included in two different batches, one alone and294

another together, which creates an association between biology and batch. We used our295

simulated Celline2 dataset to evaluate the performance of different scRNA-seq integra-296

tion methods. A good integration method should remove all the unwanted variation297

across the batches but keep all the biology. We use different metrics (Supplementary298

Methods) to assess the extent to which the integration methods achieve these goals.299

In the GLMsim simulation of the dataset, the cells are separated into two different300

biological groups and three different batches along the first principal component (Fig.301

9). Using plots of PC2 versus PC1 of the integrated simulated data, RUV-III-NB[26]302

and scMerge[27] are seen to successfully remove the batch differences and keep the303

biology. Other methods, such as scran[29], mnnCorrect[24], fastMNN[25], Seurat[30]304

Pearson residuals and Seurat log corrected data, exhibit no differences before and305

after data integration, as the batch differences remain. ZINB-WaVE[31] and Seurat306

Integrated data overcorrect in removing the batch effects, as biology has been removed.307

In summary, RUV-III-NB and scMerge maintain the biology even when it is associated308

with batches.309

The biological silhouette score, a score ranging from -1 to 1 indicating whether bio-310

logical groups are clearly distinguished from each other or not, was used to evaluate311

the ability to enhance biological patterns (Fig. S5). We identified that the RUV-III-312

NB and scMerge integrated data show their abilities to effectively detect the biological313

signals, while ZINB-WaVE, fastMNN, mnnCorrect, Seurat Pearson residual and Seu-314

rat integrated data fail to pick up the biological signals after data integration. The315

Seurat log corrected data and scran also performed well to keep the different biological316

groups. The relative log expression (RLE) plot[32] was then applied to evaluate the317

performance of removing library sizes. RUV-III-NB and scMerge are the top ranked318
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methods for the RLE metrics (Fig. S6). Except for those two methods, scran also per-319

formed well to remove the library size effect although this method is straightforward320

to reduce the effect by scaling the library size directly. Other methods, such as Seurat,321

ZINB-WaVE, fastMNN and mnnCorrect still have high correlation with library size322

after batch removal, which indicates that those methods have limitations in mitigat-323

ing the library size effect. Another metric to determine the performance of removing324

library size effects is the Pearson correlation between library size and gene UMI counts.325

scMerge is the best method to remove the library size effects, because its range of cor-326

relation is narrower than other methods (Fig. S7). Other methods performed similarly327

with correlations close to 0 for almost all genes. fastMNN only provides a data format328

in low dimensions for visualization purpose. As a result, it cannot be used for down-329

stream analysis and performed badly with a wider range of correlation to library size.330

In regard to the batch effects, the proportion of DE genes across batches has been331

applied to benchmark different integration methods. Theoretically, the proportion of332

DE genes for the same cell type should be low after removing the batch effects. RUV-333

III-NB is the unique method that shows low proportion of DE genes, suggesting that334

RUV-III-NB log PAC data is an ideal choice to carry out downstream DE analysis335

(Fig. S8). All other methods exhibit a high proportion of DE genes after data inte-336

gration, indicating that those methods are unable to provide appropriate integrated337

data format used for downstream analysis.338

Overall, RUV-III-NB outperforms other methods in gaining high scores across all339

metrics (Fig. S9), which implies that RUV-III-NB successfully removed the library340

size effect, the batch effect and retained the biological effect in the simulated data. In341

contrast, other methods obtained a low score for at least one metric. For example, the342

Seurat integrated data is another example that performed badly in almost all metrics343

except for the technical silhouette score. It illustrates that the Seurat integrated data344
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has the advantage of removing library size in the principal components, but no more345

benefits are shown by this method.346

GLMsim exhibits simulation stability347

It is possible that the random numbers generated by a single cell simulator can influ-348

ence the simulation results and will further influence the downstream analysis results.349

In order to check the random effect by the simulator, we simulated 5 Celline2 datasets350

by setting different random seeds. Then we compared the benchmarking results from351

the original and all 5 simulated datasets (Fig. S10-S15). We found that the original352

and all simulated data showed similar performances for all benchmarking metrics. This353

indicates that GLMsim simulated data is stable and will not be influenced by random354

aspects of the simulations. Since GLMsim can capture most of the basic features of355

the original data, the benchmarking results from the simulated data are similar to356

those from the original data.357

Discussion358

In this paper, we have proposed GLMsim, a practical method to simulate the library359

size, biological and batch effects present in scRNA-seq data. Currently, none of the360

existing scRNA-seq simulation methods are able to capture associations between these361

three factors, despite numerous experimental datasets exhibiting such associations.362

GLMsim achieves this goal by incorporating library size, batch and biology in the363

model. In this way, GLMsim not only recovers the information relevant to these364

three factors from experimental data, it also efficiently handles challenging large-scale365

datasets with multiple batches and biological groups. Since most single cell simula-366

tors simulate the three factors separately in their models, the simulation patterns for367

those methods will be poor representations of the actual data, especially with complex368

scenarios. In particular, if the method simulates different single cell groups through369
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multiplying by DE factors, the assignment of DE genes to highly diverse batch and370

biological clusters will be problematic, because those methods cannot avoid the DE371

assignments across different clusters.372

We have compared GLMsim to other single cell simulators by a series of gene-373

level and cell-level summaries to evaluate the performance of GLMsim in terms of374

its ability to capture the characteristics of experimental data and its fidelity to that375

data. Utilizing 6 datasets with different numbers of genes and cells, sequenced by376

different platforms, we found that GLMsim ranked best in simulating data similar377

to experimental data. In particular, GLMsim is the only method that enables us to378

precisely reproduce the cell level proportions of zeros in non-UMI data. scDesign2 and379

SPARSim performed well in the gene-level metrics, but poorly in simulating cell-level380

features. Splatter and SymSim have a poor performance in every respect. In summary,381

GLMsim is the most accurate single cell simulator of basic single cell properties, with382

the notable exception of gene-gene associations. Its accuracy lies in the GLM being383

able to estimate parameters for each gene.384

Single cell data typically includes 10-20 thousand of genes and at least hundreds, if385

not thousands, of cells. As a result, it can be time consuming fitting every gene using a386

GLM and so. We parallelized the computations when estimating the parameters, and387

we also provide a sequential option for users to obtain the fitted coefficients in case388

of runtime errors. Although GLMsim is slightly slower than the distribution-based389

methods such as Splatter and SPARSim, GLMsim successfully balances the accuracy390

of simulation and the computational time. Moreover, GLMsim has lower memory usage391

than the other methods, especially for non-UMI data.392

Current single cell simulators ignore or filter out outlier simulated values. GLM-393

sim addresses this problem with three different approaches instead. It offers a robust394

negative binomial GLM, the winsorizing of estimate and the trended approaches. All395

these methods address the outlier problem well, but the performance of the trended396
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method is more stable than the other two methods. The runtime of the three strate-397

gies does not differ significantly, and thus, we choose the trended coefficient approach398

as the default option.399

GLMsim simulated data has been applied to give comprehensive benchmarking400

across popular single cell integration methods. We have shown that RUV-III-NB out-401

performed other methods in most of the metrics, while scMerge was in second place, as402

it is slightly weaker in removing batch effects on the metric relevant to the proportion403

of DE markers across batches. Some of the methods do not show any differences before404

and after integration, such as scran, mnnCorrect, fastMNN, and Seurat, suggesting405

that those integration methods lack the ability to deal with library size, batch, and406

associations between batch and biology. On the other hand, other methods demon-407

strate overcorrection problems, like ZINB-WaVE and Seurat integrated data. We also408

found that some integration methods can only provide data in reduced dimensions for409

visualization purpose, including mnnCorrect and fastMNN. However, those integrated410

data in low dimensions cannot support for certain downstream analyses such as detect-411

ing DE markers. In addition, we have demonstrated that GLMsim performs stably412

on benchmarking, since same conclusions were given across simulations when offering413

different random seeds to simulate the same real dataset. Benchmarking results based414

on the simulated data offer researchers an objective standard with which to select an415

appropriate approach for single cell analysis.416

GLMsim simulation is robust, reproducible, user-friendly, and the framework is417

distinctive compared to any other method. Users only need four steps to finish sim-418

ulation. First, provide basic information from experimental data, which includes the419

count matrix and the biological and batch labels for each cell. Second, it estimates420

parameters for each gene. This step is time-consuming, so we encourage users to carry421

it out on a high performance computer system if possible. Next, simulate an initial422
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count matrix, which requires the parameter estimates from the previous step to cal-423

culate the estimated mean for each entry of the matrix. Finally, check if outlier genes424

exist in the initial simulated data, and if so choose an appropriate method to correct425

for these outlier values. At present, GLMsim only works for simulation of scRNA-seq426

data.427

Methods428

Estimating coefficients for each gene429

Let Y = (y0ij) represent the count matrix from the original dataset, whose G rows430

correspond to genes and N columns correspond to cells, respectively. Write431

y0ij ∼ NB(µ0
ij , ϕ

0
i ) (1)

E[y0ij ] = µ0
ij (2)

Var[y0ij ] = µ0
ij +

(µ0
ij)

2

ϕ0
i

(3)

to denote that for gene i in cell j, y0ij is distributed according to a negative binomial432

(NB) distribution[33] with mean parameter µ0
ij and dispersion parameter ϕ0

i .433

Assume that in the original data, there are M biological groups and K batches.434

Our GLM then takes the form435

log
(
µ0
ij

)
= βi0 + βiXj + αiWj (4)

where βi0 is the baseline expression of gene i for a reference biological group and436

reference batch group, βi is a vector of parameters for the biological influences and αi437
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is a vector of parameters relevant to the unwanted variations. Xj = (0, xj2, · · · , xjM )T438

is a vector of parameters related to the biological groups that if cell j belongs to439

the m-th group other than the reference group, xjm = 1 and other entries are 0.440

Wj = (Lj , wj1, · · · , wjK)T is a vector of unwanted variation including library size and441

batches. Lj corresponds to log library size for cell j:442

Lj = log

(
G∑
i=1

y0ij

)
(5)

wjk corresponds to batch for cell in non-reference groups that if cell j is in the k-443

th batch, wjk = 1 and other entries are 0. We use the glm.nb[33] function from the444

package MASS to get the estimated parameters: β̂0i, β̂i, α̂i and ϕ̂0
i for each gene from445

the dataset being fitted.446

Simulating single cell gene counts447

In this step, the counts for each gene are simulated independently using the estimated448

coefficients from the previous step. The estimated mean expression parameter µ̂ij of449

the simulated count yij for gene i in cell j is defined as:450

µ̂ij = eβ̂0i+β̂iXj+α̂iWj (6)

After computing the estimated mean expression for the count to be simulated,451

we sample the counts from either the negative binomial distribution or the Poisson452

distribution. The majority of genes are able to get an estimate ϕ̂0
i from the data, and453

their simulated counts, yij , can then be drawn from the negative binomial distribution:454

yij ∼ NB(µ̂ij , ϕ̂
0
i ) (7)
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However, a small proportion of genes fail to return an estimated dispersion ϕ̂0
i ,455

which is likely caused by their dispersion characteristics. In such cases, we use the456

Poisson distribution to simulate their counts:457

yij ∼ Pois(µ̂ij) (8)

Rescuing outlier genes458

It is possible to introduce outlier values in the initial simulation of gene counts. Thus,459

in this additional step, we aim to check if outlier gene counts exist. If they do, we can460

use one of three optional methods to correct them. We check for outliers by comparing461

the mean gene expression levels of the simulated data to those of the original data. We462

define the mean expression of gene i from the simulated data by λi and the original463

data λ0
i by:464

λi = log

(∑N
j=1 yij + 1

N

)
(9)

λ0
i = log

(∑N
j=1 y

0
ij + 1

N

)
(10)

For each gene, we can get the absolute difference λD
i between the simulated mean465

expression and real expression:466

λD
i = |λi − λ0

i | (11)

Then we obtain the median absolute deviation λMAD of λD
i across all genes. The467

genes with λD
i larger than a chosen cut-off are labelled as outliers. That is, gene i is468

an outlier if |λi − λ0
i | > c · λMAD. The default value for c we use is 30.469

• Robust negative binomial470

The first way to rescue outliers is the robust negative binomial method[34]. Most of471
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outliers are caused by poorly estimated ϕ̂0
i . Outlier genes are refitted using a robust472

negative binomial regression model with the same design matrix as Xj in (4), and473

again obtain the refitted coefficients β̂0i, β̂i, α̂i, and ϕ̂0
i . Then we refit a classical neg-474

ative binomial GLM with the glm.nb function but using the above robustly estimated475

coefficients as the starting values. This gives a new set of estimated coefficients and476

we use them to update the estimated mean and sample gene counts.477

• Winsorizing478

The second strategy to deal with outliers is winsorizing. For each fitted coefficient, we479

set a cut-off based on the quantile of its distribution across all genes. The default cut-480

offs are the 5% quantile Q(0.05) and the 95% quantile Q(0.95) of the distribution. If481

the coefficient of the outlier gene falls in the top or bottom 5% of the distribution,482

we use the cut-off value directly as its new fitted coefficients. For example, for an483

outlier gene g, suppose we find that its estimated coefficients β̂0g is within the range484

of 5%-95% of the distribution β̂0i across all genes, and the same for β̂g, α̂g, then485

we keep those three estimated coefficients. But if we find that log
(
ϕ̂0
g

)
is outside486

the 5%-95% of the distribution of log
(
ϕ̂0
g

)
, and is closer to the Q(0.05) of that487

distribution, we set the exponential of Q(0.05) as the new ϕ̂0
g. In the subsequent488

steps, negative binomial counts for gene g are sampled using µ̂ij with these new489

fitted coefficients, giving revised simulated gene counts.490

• Trended coefficient491

The trended coefficient approach is the default method for handling outliers. We492

construct the relationship across genes between λ0
i and each gene’s coefficient by493

loess regression. Notice that here we use a logarithmic transformation for the dis-494

persion parameter ϕ̂0
i . For outlier genes, the loess smoothed value are their new495

estimates. After that, counts are drawn from negative binomial distribution with496

the estimated µ̂ij computed using the corrected parameter estimates.497
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Benchmarking different single cell simulation methods498

The version of Splatter is 1.20.0, and the version of scDesign2 is 0.1.0. We also used499

version 0.9.5 of SPARSim and version of 0.0.0.9000 of SymSim for benchmarking500

purpose. The definitions of the features compared follow. We denote the raw simulated501

count matrix by YG×N , where i refers to gene i in rows and j refers to cell j in columns.502

Assume there are G genes and N cells in this count matrix. Then the log gene mean503

λi is defined as λi = log

(∑N
j=1 Yij+1

N

)
. The log library size Lj is: Lj = log

(∑G
i=1 Yij

)
.504

The log gene UMI total is defined as: Ti = log
(∑N

j=1 Yij

)
. The gene variance is:505

Si = 1
N−1

∑N
j=1

[
Yij + 1−

∑N
j=1(Yij+1)

N

]2
. Denote the gene proportions of zeros by506

p0i =
∑N

j=1 I(Yij=0)+0.5

N+1 . The logit transformation of p0i is: logit(p0i) = log
(

p0i

1−p0i

)
.507

Denote the cell proportions of zeros by π0j =
∑G

i=1 I(Yij=0)

G . The logit transformation508

is logit(π0j) = log
(

π0j

1−π0j

)
. Here, I(Yij = 0) = 1 if Yij = 0 is true and I(Yij = 0) = 0509

otherwise.510

Datasets511

In order to benchmark different single cell simulators, we use six datasets sequenced512

by different platforms and include different scenarios for biological groups as well as513

batches (Table S1). All datasets start from the raw single cell count matrix without514

pre-processing. For the hESC dataset some extremely low abundance genes may inap-515

propriately bias the estimation of the GLM parameters, hence the genes expressed in516

less than 4 cells were filtered out of this dataset. For the other datasets, we use the517

raw scRNA-seq counts directly.518

• Dataset 1: Celline1519

The cells in the dataset[35] are a 50-50 mixture of Jurkat and 293T cells in one520

batch. This dataset is batch 3 of the Celline2 dataset. It is used to study a particular521

biological issue.522
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• Dataset 2: Tung523

The Tung dataset[36] was generated on the Fluidigm C1 platform and was used524

to explore the sources of technical variation in scRNA-seq technology. The data525

was collected from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) of three Yoruba samples526

(NA19098, NA19101, NA19239). Each sample was independently collected three527

times, and each replicate was processed using the same reagents. ERCC spike-in528

controls were added to each sample. The samples were sequenced by the SMARTer529

protocol. The data is available via: https://github.com/jdblischak/singleCellSeq530

• Dataset 3: HCC1395531

The 10x breast cancer cell line dataset[37] was used as a benchmarking dataset532

to compare different single cell methods. The cells were collected from a 43-533

year old female donor. We selected the pure HCC1305 cells sequenced at534

Loma Linda University. The cells in this dataset have a wide range of library535

sizes and are used for exploring the library size-only effects. The dataset was536

downloaded from: https://springernature.figshare.com/collections/A Multi-center537

Cross-platform Single-cell RNA Sequencing Reference Dataset/5213468538

• Dataset 4: Celline2539

The dataset[35] was produced for the purpose of investigation of the 10x platform.540

The cells come from two quite different cell lines: Jurkat and 293T. There are three541

batches in the dataset. One batch is all Jurkat cells; another batch is all 293T cells,542

and the third batch is a 50:50 mixture of Jurkat and 293T cells. The three batches543

were pre-processed separately using the same standard, which involved preserving544

the features expressed in at least 10 cells and detecting at least 200 genes in each545

cell.546

The batch1 count matrix was downloaded from: https://www.10xgenomics.547

com/welcome?closeUrl=%2Fresources%2Fdatasets&lastTouchOfferName=548

Jurkat%20Cells&lastTouchOfferType=Dataset&product=chromium&redirectUrl=549
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%2Fresources%2Fdatasets%2Fjurkat-cells-1-standard-1-1-0550

The batch2 count matrix was downloaded from: https://www.10xgenomics.551

com/welcome?closeUrl=%2Fresources%2Fdatasets&lastTouchOfferName=552

293T%20Cells&lastTouchOfferType=Dataset&product=chromium&redirectUrl=553

%2Fresources%2Fdatasets%2F293-t-cells-1-standard-1-1-0554

The batch3 count matrix was downloaded from: https://www.10xgenomics.555

com/welcome?closeUrl=%2Fresources%2Fdatasets&lastTouchOfferName=50%556

25%3A50%25%20Jurkat%3A293T%20Cell%20Mixture&lastTouchOfferType=557

Dataset&product=chromium&redirectUrl=%2Fresources%2Fdatasets%558

2F50-percent-50-percent-jurkat-293-t-cell-mixture-1-standard-1-1-0559

• Dataset 5: hESC560

Näıve and primed human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) were profiled to investigate561

the heterogeneity and developmental transition within each pluripotency state[38].562

Näıve hESCs were grown in N2B27 medium with titrated 2 inhibitors (PD0325091563

and CHIR99021), Leukemia inhibitor and Go6083 inhibitor, while primed hESCs564

were cultured in E8 media. Näıve hESCs were processed in two batches: the first565

batch contained 96 cells in each state, and the second batch contained 384 cells566

in each state. Primed hESCs are in the same condition for the first two batches567

as the näıve hESCs, but the primed cells have an additional 384 cells in a third568

batch. The cells were prepared and sequenced by the SmartSeq2 protocol. The569

data is available at: https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/data/experiment/570

vignettes/scRNAseq/inst/doc/scRNAseq.html571

• Dataset 6: CLL572

This dataset[39] was part of an investigation of Venetoclax (VEN) resistance. The573

majority of cells are B cells. The cells were treated with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),574

VEN and combinations of VEN and other treatments for one week. The data was575

generated on the CEL-Seq2 platform over 6 plates (LC89, L91, L93, L95, L96,576
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LC99). Granta cell line cells were included in each plate. This dataset is the most577

challenging one for three reasons. Firstly, it has multiple batches and biological578

groups. Secondly, associations exist between library size, batch and biology. Lastly,579

except for the Granta cell line, each drug treatment condition is dominant in one580

batch. In other words, different cell types are not evenly mixed in each batch. This581

dataset can be accessed by requesting permission from the authors.582
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Table 1 Summary of some single cell simulators.

Method Library Batch Biology Library × Batch Library × Biology Batch × Biology
Splatter ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕

SymSim ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕

SPARSim ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕

scDesign2 ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕ ✕ ✕

Library: library size. Library × Batch: library size associated with batch. Library × Biology: library size associated
with biology. Batch × Biology: batch associated with biology.
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Fig. 1 Overview of GLMsim. GLMsim starts from an observed scRNA-seq count matrix, where
rows are genes and columns are cells. For each gene, GLMsim applies a generalized linear model to
estimate biological and technical coefficients. Next, GLMsim samples single cell counts from a negative
binomial distribution with a mean computed using previously estimated coefficients, and dispersion
estimated from the observed data. In the last optional step, GLMsim checks if outlier genes exist,
and uses one of the three alternative methods to deal with outliers: robust negative binomial GLM,
winsorizing the coefficients and trending the coefficients.
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Fig. 2 The cellline2 experimental data and data simulated by different methods. Association exists
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Fig. 3 The CLL experimental data and data simulated by different methods. Associations exist
between library size, biological and batch effects. (a) The log library size distribution across different
biological groups and batch groups. (b-g) tSNE plots of real and simulated data colored by biological
groups, batch groups and library sizes. (b) Real data. (c) GLMsim simulated data. (d) Splatter
simulated data. (e) scDesign2 simulated data. Since scDesign2 cannot simulate the batch effect, the
tSNE plot colored by batch is not shown here. (f) SymSim simulated data. (g) SPARSim simulated
data.
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Fig. 4 Pairwise comparison of gene-specific features between simulated data and original data. Each
row represents a simulation method. Each column represents a dataset. The x axis of each plot refers
to the metric from the original data, and the y axis refers to the metric computed from the simulated
data. Each dot represents a gene. (a) Log gene mean. (b) Log gene UMIs. (c) Log gene variance. (d)
Logit gene proportion of zero.
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Fig. 5 Pairwise comparison of cell-wise metrics between simulated data and original data. Each row
represents a simulation method. Each column represents a dataset. The x axis of each plot refers to
the metric from the original data, and the y axis refers to the metric computing from the simulated
data. Each dot represents a cell. (a) Log library size. (b) Logit cell proportion of zero.

Fig. 6 Spearman correlations between features of the simulated data and reference data. Each
column stands for a gene- or cell-level metric. Each row stands for a simulation method. The column
panels display different datasets. The heatmap is colored by Spearman correlation of a metric between
the simulated data and the reference data.
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Fig. 7 Computational scalability of different simulation methods. (a) Runtime of different methods
across all datasets. (b) Memory usage of different methods across all datasets. (a,b) The scalability
is also measured by the scale of the data: the number of genes and cells.
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Fig. 8 GLMsim handles outlier genes in the Celline1 dataset. The outlier gene is shown by the
red dot. (a-d) The comparison of log mean expression between original data and GLMsim simulated
data. (a) GLMsim simulated data is from the original simulated data without handling the outlier.
(b) GLMsim simulated data after robust NB GLM dealing with outlier gene. (c) GLMsim simulated
data after winsorizing the coefficients for the outlier gene. (d) GLMsim simulated data by the trended
coefficients to the outlier gene. (e) The distribution of each estimated coefficient across genes. The red
lines are cut-offs for each estimated coefficient, which is Q(0.1) and Q(0.9) for each coefficient. The
green line is the estimate coefficient for the outlier gene. (f) The relationship between each estimated
coefficient and the log gene mean. The blue line represents the loess trended line.
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Fig. 9 PCA plot of integration on simulated Celline2 data by different methods. GLMsim was used
to simulate the Celline2 dataset, then different integration methods were used on the simulated data.
The first two principal components are shown in the plot. The cells were colored by cell lines and
batches. The first pairs of plots show the original GLMsim simulated Celline2 data. For RUV-III-NB,
the plot is made based on log PAC, the log of the percentile-adjusted counts. For Seurat, three data
formats are used to do the plots: the Pearson residual, log corrected data and integrated data.
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